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Best Year Yet Foundation Achieves Global Impact
DENVER, CO, June 10, 2019 – The Best Year Yet Foundation in partnership with InteraWorks© has reached
new levels of funding and grant-making in its second year of operation. Established to serve those who serve,
the Foundation has funded and delivered learning and development programs in Europe, India and in the US
to empower non-profit organizations and projects doing transformation work with people.
“Our funding and grantee projects are poised to double our first year’s results,” said Executive Director, Aaron
Cohen. “We created the Foundation to equip organizations that are doing the most important work on the
planet with the same learning and development opportunities and tools available to our enterprise client
partners. The Foundation is working with diverse organizations in the US, Poland and India that work to
support and educate disadvantaged children, empower girls and women in economic stress, engage youth in
STEM and IT career support services and a wide range of state-wide organizations focused on community
services to help people of all walks of life to thrive,” shared Aaron.
The Foundation also works in partnership with InteraWorks’ clients to integrate the Foundation into their
community service and social responsibility initiatives. “In addition to a wonderful group of launch donors, we
are very proud to have corporate Sponsorship as an active part of our model at this early stage. Companies
and leaders are very interested in legacy work and in supporting our strategy given the unique leverage that
their time and dollars can gain from equipping their non-profit partners with tools to help them thrive personally
and professionally and exceed their goals”, stated Aaron.
“Being of service has always been on our vision board, not as an add-on effort but as an equal part of our
commitment and performance portfolio,” said InteraWorks CEO, Laurie Oswald. “The cycle of performance
starts and ends and starts again with being of service to another. InteraWorks commits a percentage of our
profit to the Foundation and our team actively contributes and donates time in alignment with our purpose and
mission. We are just getting started and believe we will create an unprecedented ripple effect in helping to
solve the world’s most pressing issues. This is elevating the human experience at work.” For more information
or to donate, please visit the Best Year Yet Foundation at the site below.
*****
About InteraWorks: InteraWorks is a unique global learning company that specializes in professional
development and performance enablement. With an integrated learning framework and online tools,
InteraWorks is known for top-rated learning programs that generate immediate and sustainable breakthroughs
in performance. Through decades of working at all levels in enterprise companies across many industries, they
have built a reputation for helping people and organizations harness their focus, mindset, talent and energy
thereby producing results that matter. With offices in the US and an extensive international team, InteraWorks
can deploy at scale, making them a learning partner of choice. Their team shares a passion for lifelong
learning, elevating the human experience and giving back. They believe anything is possible if people are
empowered to access their full potential. At InteraWorks, every person and partner are committed to
simplifying complexity beyond the innovation age and to doing business in a different way through relationship,
trust and service. InteraWorks can be found on the web at www.interaworks.com and on major social media
platforms including LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.
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